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Jaipur, 14th September 2014 

The 12th Foundation Day of the LNM Institute of Information Technology (LNMIIT) was celebrated on 

14th September 2014. It was a milestone in the journey of the institute which has grown from its 

humble beginnings to its eminent stature today. The LNMIIT fraternity marked this day in all style 

and substance. 

The Chief Guest at the occasion was Mr. Subhash Chandra Garg (IAS), Principal Secretary-Finance, 

Rajasthan- who has recently been appointed as Executive Director at the World Bank. IBM India’s 

Mr. Saket Verma was the Guest of Honor, while the function was presided over by Mr. Vijay 

Bhatnagar, CEO, Arcelor Mittal India-China. 

 
Student Senate President Mr. Sangram Gupta delivering the Welcome Address, as Guests and Dignitaries look on. 

Occupying the dais are Director Dr.S.S. Gokhale, Chief Guest Mr. Subhash Chandra Garg (IAS), Chairman Mr. Vijay 

Bhatnagar and Guest of Honor Mr. Saket Verma (of IBM India). 

The highlight of the function was the inauguration of the new Mechanical-Mechatronics building, an 

ambitious project that was commissioned last year under the leadership of institute’s Director Dr. 

S.S. Gokhale. He said, talking of the Mechanical-Mechatronics initiative, “This new discipline was 

started in 2013, and is expected to provide critical manpower for the manufacturing sector, which is 

a well identified destination by both the state and centre governments.” The result is a state-of-the-



art facility, housing labslike CAD Lab, National Instruments Lab, Robotics Lab, apart from the swanky 

and spacious classrooms and seminar rooms. 

The Foundation Day was also an occasion for the institute to recognize and award meritorious 

students. As many as 42 first year students were awarded scholarships ranging in amount from 25% 

to 75% of the tuition fee. Meritorious students from other batches were also awarded. 

An Alumni Meet preceded the function. Mr. Saket Modi, CEO, Lucideous, who graduated from the 

LNMIIT in 2009, spoke at the occasion reminiscing his time at the institute, saying that if given 

choice, he would choose LNMIIT over and over again. 

 
The Alumni Meet preceded the Foundation Day ceremony. Prof. S.S. Gokhale (Director) and Mr. Vijay Bhatnagar 

(Chairman, Standing Committee) see here interacting with the alumni. 

The LNMIIT also signed an MoU with IBM India for Career Education program. Guest of Honor Mr. 

Saket Verma of IBM apprised the students about the rapid changes that are taking place in IT/ITeS in 

the 21st century. 

Chief Guest Mr. Subhash Chandra Garg (IAS) recalled the motivation provided by scholarships during 

his days in college. He elaborated on various ways in which the young students would be able to 

contribute to the state government efforts in variety of projects. 

Mr. Vijay Bhatnagar highlighted the changes that have taken place during the past one year. He 

mentioned that sustained efforts were required for the industry-institute tie ups that have taken 

place. He emphasized that institute motto of penchant for excellence and adherence to discipline 

will always continue to be the key factor for progress in the days and years to come. 

Registrar Col. (Retd.) MJS Pathania proposed the vote of thanks. 

 


